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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the task of recommending to the chemist
candidate molecules (reactants) necessary to synthesize a given
target molecule (product), which is a novel application as well as an
important step for the chemist to find a synthesis route to generate
the product. We formulate this task as a link-prediction problem
over a so-called Network of Organic Chemistry (NOC) that we
have constructed from 8 million chemical reactions described in the
US patent literature between 1976 and 2013. We leverage state-of-
the-art factorization algorithms for recommender systems to solve
this task. Our empirical evaluation demonstrates that Factorization
Machines, trained with chemistry-specific knowledge, outperforms
current methods based on similarity of chemical structures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Chemistry is a scientific fieldwhere humans have to gain experience
and intuition over many decades to be able to routinely discover
new insights. The number of experienced chemists is small and a
limiting factor in large industries like pharmaceuticals, nutrition, or
materials that rely heavily on synthetic manufacturing of chemical
molecules. Next to other factors this includes finding a feasible reac-
tion pathway to synthesize a target molecule. Due to the significant
human effort only a small number of feasible synthesis routes are
usually discovered out of an incredibly large combinatorial space
of possible chemical reactions, which limits the discovery of new
and the optimization of exiting drugs and materials. Despite 40
years of efforts, e.g., [2, 9, 10, 15], computer aided design has not
been successful to instigate widespread routine use by chemists.
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This can be attributed in part to the difficulty of building the gen-
eralized chemistry knowledge required for plausible analyses [15].
Currently, the main tools for designing synthesis routes are the
Network of Organic Chemistry (NOC) [9] and rule-based synthesis
planners [15]. The NOC is limited by the fact that it can only pro-
vide information on previously known reactions, while rule-based
synthesis planners require rules designed by experienced humans
and therefore can be overly rigid.

While collaborative filtering has been commonly used to recom-
mend commodity items such as movies and music to a large number
of users [12, 13], this paper is as far as we know the first attempt to
employ such recommender systems to provide professional level
decision support in chemistry. The main difficulty in using recom-
mender systems in chemistry is the definition of recommendation
accuracy. For movie recommendations or other similar applications,
the cost of a bad recommendation is low. However, in chemistry the
recommendation of a poor molecule could result in days or weeks
of wasted time and money for a chemist.

This paper focuses on the task of recommending candidate re-
actants that could be used to synthesize a target product. We for-
mulate this task as a link-prediction problem over a large-scale
graph based on the NOC, a graph representation of the reactions
in a database. New links predicted in the NOC contain the reac-
tants recommended to a chemist for further consideration. Unlike
the NOC, our approach can help the chemist find a new synthetic
route. In addition, our approach can do so without using predefined
over-rigid rules of the rule-based synthesis planners.

We apply to the NOC two factorization models that learn person-
alized ranking [21], which are closely related to collaborative filter-
ing: one based on Matrix Factorization [12], and the second based
on Factorization Machines (FMs) [20]. We enhance our models with
chemical fingerprints representing chemistry-specific knowledge
about the structure and properties of molecules.

We have constructed our NOC based on 8 million chemical reac-
tions extracted from the US patent literature between 1976 and 2013
for performance evaluation. Our results indicate that FMs in combi-
nation with chemical fingerprints perform better than the similarity
baseline which justifies further research to improve the accuracy
based on collaborative filtering for applications in chemistry.

2 OUR APPROACH
Our approach regards chemical products and reactants as users and
items of the recommender system, respectively, and attempts to
recommend an item (i.e., reactant) to a user (i.e., product designed
by a chemist). The product can be either an existing molecule or
new molecule which does not exist yet in the world.
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We first construct a large-scale NOC graph from many chemical
reaction equations, then learn a model over NOC based on factor-
ization models, and predict a link from a product to a reactant. We
further add fingerprints of chemical molecules as attributes to the
model, thus counteracting the cold-start problem of collaborative
filtering, that is, for the case of which the target product has a new
molecule structure is not therefore available in NOC.

Construction of NOC
Both products and reactants are represented as nodes in the large-
scale NOC graph. We construct NOC as shown previously [1]. A
directed link from node A to node B indicates that product B is
synthesized from reactant A. For example, suppose that reaction
H2 +O2 → H2O is available. Then, NOC includes three nodes H2O ,
H2 and O2 with two links H2 → H2O and O2 → H2O .

Using all molecules that appear in all reactions results in con-
structing NOC with many connections to small, common, relatively
uninteresting molecules, and leads to returning unmeaningful rec-
ommendations. For example, including H2O in NOC and recom-
mending it to a chemist is not insightful even if H2O is used for a
synthesis of the target.

As a simple yet practical choice, in each reaction we choose
the heaviest reactant and heaviest product and connect these two
molecules in NOC, since these heavy molecules tend to have com-
plicated structures. An ideal way would be to construct a function
that accurately evaluates the importance of the molecules in the
reaction and include only important ones, which is future work.

NOC does not distinguish the reactants from the products, since
a molecule can be a product as well as a reactant in practice. When
a chemist selects a node in a graph, that node is marked as a product
the chemist needs to synthesize. If the chemist designs a new prod-
uct, it is added to NOC and marked as a product. The remaining
nodes are the reactants that could be recommended to the chemist.

Chemical Fingerprints
A lot of work has been done in the chemoinformatics community
on representing molecules in silico for the purposes of searching
through chemical databases for similar molecules [26], since sim-
ilar molecules often share common chemical characteristics. The
molecular fingerprints used for this purpose represent molecules
as bit vectors which indicate the presence or absence of molecular
substructures. Our approach integrates the fingerprints with the
factorization models to effectively capture the characteristics of the
chemistry domain (see the next subsection).

Among many choices in the literature, we chose to use the
MACCS fingerprint that is one of the most simple, standard versions
[3], because it is readily available in open source chemoinformatics
codes such as Open Babel [18]. The MACCS fingerprint consists
a list of 166 chemical structures, such as a carbon atom, a carbon-
oxygen bond or a benzene ring, represented as a bit vector of length
166, with bits set to 1 if the structure is present in the molecule.

Factorization Models
Our approach regards NOC as a training set. With this training set,
our approach learns a model based on factorization models. We

assume that the same reactant would be used if two products have
similar sets of the reactants used to synthesize them in the past.

In the reactant recommendation task, positive training examples
(i.e., successful reactions) are available such as in scientific report-
ing [5] and patent literature. However, no negative examples (i.e.,
failed reactions) are usually publicly available as global knowledge.
In addition, considering the feature vector size and the number
of available examples, our approach needs to perform machine
learning under sparsity. We employ and evaluate the following two
approaches that attempt to resolve these issues.

Matrix Factorization based on BPR. Bayesian Personalized Rank-
ing (BPR) is a Matrix Factorization (MF) approach that deals with
the case where only positive training examples are available [21].
In BPR, training examples are constructed as D = {(u, i, j )}, where
i is an item already used by user u (i.e. known successful reaction)
and j is an item which has not been used by u yet (i.e., unobserved
whether a reaction will be successful or failed). That is, BPR only
assumes that for each user an observed item is preferred to an unob-
served item. Then, when two unobserved items are given to a user,
BPR attempts to predict which item is preferred by that user. That
is, by training a model with D, rather than calculating an accurate
preference score of a single item, BPR attempts to accurately rank
a pair of two unobserved items for each user by learning model
parameters based on maximum a posteriori estimation.

We employ standardMF combinedwith BPR as Rendle et al. present
[21]. Let qi and pu be two vectors representing the latent factors of
item i and user u, respectively. The score of recommending item i
to user u is approximated by the dot product: r̂ui = q

⊺
i pu .

The major issue in using this pure collaborative filtering tech-
nique in these scenarios is the cold-start problem, where there
are not enough user-item interactions to provide good preference
score estimates [6]. This is particularly important in the use case
presented here, as the molecules chemists are interested in synthe-
sizing have generally not been seen before. To solve the cold-start
problem, we added attributes of users or items based on chemical
fingerprints, bit vectors that capture characteristics of a molecules.

To incorporate fingerprints into MF, we used the Linear Map-
ping method from [6]. This method sets the number of factors to
the number of attributes Na and learns a mapping from the user
(product) attributes to user factors, as well as the item (reactant)
factors, and approximates the true user-item score matrix as before.

Factorization Machines. We also employ Factorization Machines
(FMs) [19], since FMs are known to be able to address the problem
with huge sparsity, which is the case of our recommendation task.
We use FM combined with aforementioned BPR to perform the
ranking task with only positive training examples [20].

FMs inherit advantages of both MF and Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) [25]. Like SVMs, since FMs work as a general predictor with
any real valued feature vector, we can easily add chemistry-specific
features to FMs. Like MF, FMs model all interactions between vari-
ables using factorized parameters.

In the FM model, the users and items are represented in a feature
vector x along with any other features deemed useful and the out-
come y as the rating, or 1 in the case of positive training examples.
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Table 1: Details of Dataset.

# Reactants # Products # Reactions

700,000 800,000 8,000,000

The model then becomes:

ŷ = w0 +
n∑
i=1

wixi +
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

〈
vi , vj

〉
xix j (1)

with the model parameters to be estimated being:
w0 ∈ ℜ,w ∈ ℜn ,V ∈ ℜn×k , and ⟨·, ·⟩ is the dot product.

As shown in Figure 1, our feature vector consists of the user
(product) elements, item (reactant) elements, and attributes. Each
element in the feature vector is either 1 or 0. If a reaction in NOC
indicates that reactant R is used to synthesize product P , the bits are
set corresponding to P and R in the product and reactant elements,
respectively. We use the fingerprints of a product and a reactant as
attributes of FMs.

product reactant MACCS

one-hot encoding one-hot encoding fingerprint

Figure 1: Factorization Machines features.

3 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
For our empirical evaluation we use a reaction database from the
text mining of US patents from 1976–2013 provided by Lowe1 [16].

The full reaction database was split in time to test whether knowl-
edge of all previously patented reactions could predict reactions
patented in the future. The split was made at January 1st 2013, and
the numbers of reactions in the split are shown in Table 1.

With the training done on a random 100,000 subset of the full
training data, the predictions were tested on the reactions in 2013.
An ideal prediction would have a high recall@N for low N , and
we set N = 10. We also show the results for the area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) as this is analogous
to the metric that BPR optimizes on.

We do not show the precision@N, since it may not be a good
measure of prediction quality. Note that the training and test set
are not a “gold-standard", there may be many molecules that are
good recommendations for a given molecule but are not included
in the reactions in the training or test set.

We compared the performance of BPR-based MF and FMs. We
also included an approach that recommends molecules that are
similar to the target product, calculated by Jaccard similarity using
the MACCS fingerprints.

We set the size of the latent dimensions in FMs to k = 128, and
the latent vector size in MF to k = 16. We chose these numbers by
cross validation in preliminary experiments. In case of MF with the
attributes, the size of the latent vector was identical to the size of the
MACCS fingerprint (i.e., k = 166). All algorithms were implemented
by using libFM [20] and MyMediaLite [7]. The experiments were

1https://bitbucket.org/dan2097/patent-reaction-extraction/downloads

run on a Linux/GNU machine with 2.6GHz 12-core processor with
80GB of RAM.

Results
We conducted a first round of experiments in a highly sparse NOC
using all reactions and products in the dataset (either rare or com-
mon). Then, we conducted a set of experiments in a more realistic
setting based on a denser NOC, which uses reactions with products
that have been created more than 10 times in the patent dataset.

Highly Sparse NOC. We start with the results under sparsity. In
this setting the MF approach underperformed the similarity-based
recommendation, followed by the results of FMs that performed
slightly better.

Recall@10 and AUC shown in Figure 2 clearly indicate that
Matrix Factorization performed poorly. For pure MF the recall@10
score was zero, indicating that MF completely failed to recommend
meaningful reactants due to the sparsity of the dataset. Since patents
mainly file molecules that have new chemical structures, there are
many examples of pairs of molecules appearing only once in the
literature.

The similarity-based approach performs well since many reac-
tions tend change only a small part of the chemical structure of a
reactant to synthesize products. However, the low recall@10 score
of 0.26 indicates that similarity-based approaches are not sufficient
for reactant prediction. The AUC score indicates that MF had a
problem training its parameters well enough to perform a good
prediction. MF could not overcome the cold-start problem due to
the fact the attribute interactions are learned on a per-reactant
basis. As we can see from the performance of the similarity-based
approach, the attributes of chemicals should interact consistently
in reactions, and so we should be able to learn the parameters for
these interactions and apply them globally, which we can do using
Factorization Machines.

Figure 3 compares FMs against the similarity-based approach.
“FM with attributes” indicates that FMs include the MACCS finger-
prints as attributes, as in Figure 1. We also included an FM model
that uses only fingerprints in its feature vector, denoted as “FMwith
ONLY attributes”. With this FM model, we intended to evaluate the
performance without the collaborative filtering characteristics.

FMs performed much better than MF. The high AUC scores
indicate the success of model training. The full FM model returned
a slightly better recall@10 score than the similarity-based approach
(0.27 versus 0.26). When only the fingerprints were used for the
FMs, the FM model worsened the recall@10 score. This shows that
FMs exploiting the connectivity of NOC is important for improving
their predictive power.

The reason why the full FM model achieved only small improve-
ment to the similarity-based recommendation can be explained
again by the data sparsity of the patent dataset caused by many
reactions that appear only once.

Dense NOC. In practice, NOC would be more connected as the
more common reactions would be included. Chemists would re-
peatedly use these reactions, and such common reactions would
help connect the peripheral reactions to construct the core of the
network.
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Figure 2: MF results on a sparse NOC.
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Figure 3: FMs results on a sparse NOC.

To approximate this scenario, we constructed NOC by only using
reactions with products that have been created more than 10 times
in the patent dataset.

Figure 4 shows the results of training the FMs on this denser
NOC. The FM model with no attribute features shows that simple
collaborative filtering performs better than similarity-based rec-
ommendation (recall@10 0.20 vs 0.13) in this denser network. FM
with ONLY attributes performed closely to the similarity-based
recommender (recall@10 = 0.14).

The full FM model successfully yielded a much better recall@10
score (0.36), showing the additive performance of the collaborative
filtering and chemical attributes modeling. The full FMmodel inher-
its advantages of both MF and chemistry-specific knowledge. The
former advantage of FMs accounts for the network connectivity of
NOC by performing collaborative filtering, while the latter means
it can learn about interactions between chemical structures in each
pair of molecules. In this general dataset, it will learn parameters so
it performs comparably to the similarity-based approach. However,
in datasets containing limited numbers of reaction types, it should
learn interactions specific to those reaction types.

4 RELATEDWORK
Collaborative filtering has attracted great interest in recommender
systems for movie rental and streaming platforms, internet-based
retailers, etc. See [12, 13] for the literature review about the Matrix
Factorization algorithm and its variants.

Computer aided design has been investigated for several tasks in
chemistry since many decades with first rules of organic chemistry
by Corey in 1969 [2]. The work closely related to our approach
is graph-based analysis of existing reactions, reaction pathway
discovery based on rule-based synthesis planners, and chemical
reaction prediction, which we review below.

Grzybowski et al. [9] have generated the Network of Organic
Chemistry (NOC), a graph representation of the chemical reactions
for analyzing existing reactions [8, 14]. However, the NOC can only
provide information on previously known reactions.

Several researchers have developed rule-based synthesis plan-
ners that return a reaction pathway to synthesize a target molecule
designed by the chemist e.g., [10, 15]. But rule-based synthesis

Similarity FM FM ONLY attributes FM attributes

Recall@10

0.
0

0.
1

0.
2

0.
3

0.
4

Figure 4: FMs results on a dense NOC.

planners rely heavily on reaction templates that describe the sub-
structures of reactants and products of known reactions. While
parameters of the reaction templates can be tuned by machine
learning [24], rule-based synthesis planners are not able to find
pathways that would require previously unseen reaction templates.

There are approaches to predict reactions to synthesize a new
chemical product from given reactants, e.g., [11, 23], including the
development of novel fingerprints [22]. However, these approaches
do not enable the chemists to specify the target products they
are interested in synthesizing. In contrast, our task is to predict
for a given target molecule a ranked list of candidate reactants to
synthesize the target molecule. In other worlds, our approach solves
a so-called inverse problem to reaction prediction, while reaction
problem is a forward problem. The results on reaction template
parameter tuning [24] imply that our inverse problem would be
more difficult to solve than their forward problem.

Other related work includes approaches to discover new enzyme
reactions in the biology network [17, 27]. These approaches predict
new links only between existing enzymes by addressing only the
forward problem in the biology network (i.e., predicting an enzyme
reaction in a normal direction).

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We presented an approach to adapt factorization-model-based link-
prediction techniques to the task of recommending chemical reac-
tants to the chemists. Our approach based on FMs with chemical
fingerprints showed promising results, especially when performing
reactant predictions in highly-connected NOC, where the chemists
would work on more commonly than the very sparse set of patent
documents.

Our recall@10 scores indicate that the accuracy of the prediction
still needs to be improved. On the other hand, since this is the first
attempt to apply factorization models to the reactant recommen-
dation domain in chemistry, followup research will appear which
would achieve significant improvements. Ideas yet to explore as
future work include:

• an incorporation of recently developed chemical fingerprints
learned by Deep Learning (e.g., [4]),
• a combination with rule-based planners and reaction predic-
tion technologies, and
• a better approach to extracting important molecules from
reactions to include them in NOC.
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